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1. Introduction 

This paper introduces a novel quartet-based algorithm. 

The algorithm first calculates the likelihood values of 

the three possible resolved trees for each quartet and 

transforms them into three posterior probabilities (or 

quartet weights), and then it accumulates quartet 

weights to generate a global quartet-weight matrix. 

Using the topological information provided by the 

matrix, it recursively merges small sub-trees to larger 

ones until the final tree is obtained. 

2. Global Quartet Weight Matrix 
A quartet is associated with one of three fully 

resolved unrooted trees. (See Fig. 1.) The maximum-

likelihood (ML) criterion can be used to measure 

which tree is more likely associated with a given 

quartet. The likelihood values for the three trees can be 

transformed into three posterior probabilities, or 

quartet weights [1].

Fig. 1. The 3 possible fully resolved trees for a quartet 

{a, b, c, d}. 

Let ),|( wklij  denote a quartet tree with weight w.
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 quartets from n sequences, 

we can generate a symmetric matrix of size nn ×  by 

adding w’s to the corresponding entries ij, ji, kl and lk.

3. Tree Topology and the Quartet Weight 

Matrix 
There is a one-to-one mapping between a given tree 

topology and its associated quartet weight matrix. For 

mapping from tree topology to quartet weight matrix, 

the entry value ijm  in the matrix can be obtained by 

calculating the total number of quartet trees of the form 

),0.1,|( pqij for ,p or ,iq ≠ or .j  Using the dynamic 

programming technique, we can obtain an )( 2nO

algorithm for generating the weight matrix according 

to a given tree topology. 

Fig.2.  Each internal node is associated with three sub-

trees a, b, and x in an unrooted tree. If we know an and 

,bn the number of leaf nodes in sub-trees a and b; ,im

the number of concerned forms generated from leaf 

node i to leading node aL in sub-tree a and ,jm  the 

number generated from j to bL in sub-tree b, we can 

obtain the entry value ijm in the quartet matrix:  
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With a simple modification the algorithm for weight 

matrix generation we can obtain an algorithm for 

reconstruction of  the tree topology from its generated 

matrix. The trick is that initially every row corresponds 

to a sub-tree with a single node and then we 

recursively calculate ijd  for a pair of sub-trees using 

the same equation in the above for ijm and compare it 

with the corresponding entry value in the matrix using 

a confidence value ./ ijijij dmc =  If ijc  is equal to 

one, the two sub-trees must have a common parent in 

the original tree. We need not to calculate ijd for every 

pair of leaf nodes, one from each sub-tree. If the value 

for one pair of nodes is equal to the corresponding 

value in the matrix, all others will be the same.  

This one-to-one mapping means that we can 

correctly reconstruct the evolutionary tree using the 

quartet weight matrix if all quartets from a given set of 
sequences are correctly resolved. 

4. Tree Construction from Inaccurate 

Global Quartet Weight Matrices 
It is very hard to have all the quartets fully and 

correctly resolved. Therefore, the matrix generated 

from a complete set of quartets for a given problem 

will be inaccurate, and the algorithm for tree topology 
reconstruction from its generated weight matrix cannot 
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be used without modification. To deal with inaccurate 

weight matrices we make three major changes to the 

original algorithm. 

Average confidence value ijc : calculate the 

confidence values for all leaf node pairs, average them 

and this averaged value will be used as the confidence 

value ijc  for each pair of sub-trees. 

Quartet weight correction: After two sub-trees are 

merged, we restore the associated entries in the matrix 

to their “true” values, i.e., change the quartet weights 

based on the currently reconstructed sub-trees and 

update the weight matrix accordingly. This is a very 

important procedure for us to change the direction of 
tree reconstruction. 

Multiple tree reconstruction: Since the matrix is 

not accurate, it may not always be the right decision to 

merge the two sub-trees that have the highest 

confidence value. After the highest confidence value 

ijc  is obtained, we check whether there is another sub-

tree k which has a reasonably high confidence value 

associated with one of the two sub-trees i and j, that is, 

we check whether ,ijik cc α≥ or ijjk cc α≥  for α being 

a threshold which is smaller than, but close to one. At 
each of these critical points we can have three super 

quartet trees with four sub-trees i, j, k, and the rest as 

its four super nodes at different places. We keep all 

three different patterns. This will cause more trees to 

be generated. We use a parameter s to limit the total 
number of trees. Each time a critical point is 

encountered, two extra trees are generated until s such 

stages are encountered for each tree. Therefore, the 

maximum number of trees to be generated will be 

limited to .3s

5. Experimental Results 
In the experiment we use the benchmarks consisting 

of 48,000 synthetic data sets of DNA sequences 

developed by the LIRMM Methods and Algorithms in 

Bioinformatics research group [2]. In our experiment 

we set α to 0.85, and s to 0, 4, 5, and , respectively. 

We measure the average number of trees generated per 

data set and the percentage of correctly inferred trees 
and compare our results with the others obtained using 

currently popular methods, i.e., DNAPARS (the 

parsimony program), BIONJ (a neighbour joining 

method) and FASTDNAML (the maximum-likelihood 

program) for the same test data sets. Some 
experimental results are presented in Table 1. The 

results show that our algorithms performs much better 

than other methods in terms of correctly inferred trees, 

except our basic version (when s is set to 0) which 

construct only one tree for each data set. 

Table 1. Some experimental results. The figure yx /

denotes the percentage of correctly inferred trees / the 

average number of trees generated per data set.  

6. Conclusions and Future work 
The experimental results show that the probability 

is very high for the correct tree to be among a very 
limited number of trees constructed using our method. 

We can also provide important information on where 

the trees differ (critical points). 

One may argue that it is hard to believe other 

popular method, such as the maximum likelihood, are 

unable to achieve similar, or even better results than 
those obtained using our method if multiple trees are 

allowed to be generated. However, the comparison of 

simulation results among different methods presented 

in this paper is fair: If the maximum likelihood is able 

to correctly identify the correct trees, it is clear that just 

adding one more procedure using the ML at the end, 
our method can significantly outperform most existing 

popular methods on the basis of constructing only a 

single tree! 

If we can find good optimisation criteria which 

enable us to choose the right direction directly at each 
critical point, we shall obtain a method which can 

outperform the existing popular methods, without the 

need to generate multiple trees for a given problem.  

Our method is quartet based and it is important to 

find more efficient methods to improve the quality of 

quartet trees, or reduce quartet errors. 
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